Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AGARWAL SUNIL KUMAR
AGE : 65
EMP ID : A-00037
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033389
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AGGARWAL PRADUMAN KUMAR
AGE : 62
EMP ID : A-00061
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032426
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AGARWAL ASHA
AGE : 63
EMP ID : A-00061
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032427
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AGGARWAL SANJAY KUMAR
AGE : 57
EMP ID : A-00063
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032993
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RENU AGGARWAL
AGE : 55
EMP ID : A-00063
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032994
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SWATI AGGARWAL
AGE : 16
EMP ID : A-00063
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032995
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AHER NEELKANTH
AGE: 43
EMP ID: A-00088
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042212
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SRISHTY NEELKANTH
AGE: 42
EMP ID: A-00088
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042213
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GURU NEELKANTH AHER
AGE: 14
EMP ID: A-00088
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042214
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHASHWAT NEELKANTHAHER
AGE: 8
EMP ID: A-00088
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042215
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DNYANESHWAR BHAKJIAHER
AGE: 72
EMP ID: A-00088
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042216
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

LAXMI DNYANESHWARAHER
AGE: 68
EMP ID: A-00088
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042217
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ALAM GHAYYUR E.
AGE: 81
EMP ID: A-00105
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032671
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ARUN KUMAR
AGE : 53
EMP ID : A-00214
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031543
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

KUMARI NITA
AGE : 49
EMP ID : A-00214
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031544
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AGARWAL MOHAN BABU
AGE : 64
EMP ID : A-00231
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031846
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KAVITA AGARWAL
AGE : 57
EMP ID : A-00231
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031847
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ALI SHADMAN
AGE: 46
EMP ID: A-00279
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031510
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SADAF RIZVI
AGE: 43
EMP ID: A-00279
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031511
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

HASAN ALI
AGE: 12
EMP ID: A-00279
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031513
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ZAINA ALI
AGE: 8
EMP ID: A-00279
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031512
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KANIZ SABRA
AGE: 75
EMP ID: A-00279
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031514
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

ANISETTY CHANDRA
AGE : 47
EMP ID : A-00305
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042240
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AGGARWAL SURESH
AGE : 57
EMP ID : A-00308
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000040583
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUNITA AGGARWAL
AGE : 56
EMP ID : A-00308
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000040584
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AMAN AGGARWAL
AGE : 24
EMP ID : A-00308
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000040585
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NIDHI AGGARWAL
AGE : 28
EMP ID : A-00308
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000040586
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PREM WATI
AGE : 74
EMP ID : A-00308
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000040587
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AGGARWAL AJAY
AGE : 42
EMP ID : A-00348
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I0300032386
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAM PRAKASH AGRAWAL
AGE : 75
EMP ID : A-00348
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I0300032387
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KANTA AGGARWAL
AGE : 68
EMP ID : A-00348
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I0300032388
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AGGARWAL Raman
AGE: 49
EMP ID: A-00491
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033445
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SONIA
AGE: 43
EMP ID: A-00491
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033446
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AHANTHEM HENRY
AGE : 39
EMP ID : A-00503
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031391
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

OINAM SURNIBALA CHANO
AGE : 39
EMP ID : A-00503
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031392
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHINTHOILEIMA AHANTHEM
AGE : 6
EMP ID : A-00503
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031393
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ADGAONKAR SHASHIBHUSHAN
AGE : 42
EMP ID : A-00513
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031943
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRADNYA S.ADGAONKAR
AGE : 36
EMP ID : A-00513
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031944
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHREEHAN ADGOANKAR
AGE : 5
EMP ID : A-00513
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031946
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHREEYA ADGOANKAR
AGE : 10
EMP ID : A-00513
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031945
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRAKASH B.ADGOANKAR
AGE : 74
EMP ID : A-00513
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031947
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANGAL P.ADGOANKAR
AGE : 67
EMP ID : A-00513
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031948
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ANAND SANCHAR
AGE: 46
EMP ID: A-00612
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033172
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NEETU ANAND
AGE: 44
EMP ID: A-00612
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033177
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KAUSTUBH ANAND
AGE: 13
EMP ID: A-00612
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033174
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NEDISH ANAND
AGE: 8
EMP ID: A-00612
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033175
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SURENDER MOHAN ANAND
AGE: 75
EMP ID: A-00612
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033176
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHASHI ANAND
AGE: 71
EMP ID: A-00612
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033173
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ANKIT KOHLI
AGE: 34
EMP ID: A-00640
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032086
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SURINDER MOHAN KOHLI
AGE: 67
EMP ID: A-00640
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032087
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ADARSH KOHLI
AGE: 61
EMP ID: A-00640
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032088
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AGGARWAL PARVEEN KUMAR
AGE : 49
EMP ID : A-00693
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031338
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RENU AGGARWAL
AGE : 47
EMP ID : A-00693
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031339
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

HARSHIT AGGARWAL
AGE : 16
EMP ID : A-00693
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031340
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAHIL AGGARWAL
AGE : 20
EMP ID : A-00693
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031341
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
LAV KUMAR AGARWAL
AGE : 43
EMP ID : A-00712
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032672
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

USHA GARG
AGE : 29
EMP ID : A-00712
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032673
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

JAHANVI AGARWAL
AGE : 1
EMP ID : A-00712
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032674
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

SANTOSH KUMAR AGARWAL
AGE : 75
EMP ID : A-00712
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032675
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

MITHLESH AGARWAL
AGE : 71
EMP ID : A-00712
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032676
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ANAND DEEPAK
AGE: 42
EMP ID: A-00757
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033143
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KIRANWALA JHA
AGE: 65
EMP ID: A-00757
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033144
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
AGRAWAL PANKAJ KUMAR
AGE : 45
EMP ID : A-00822
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032288
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ANAND DEVA VRAT
AGE: 45
EMP ID: A-00834
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042158
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

JYOTI ANAND
AGE: 33
EMP ID: A-00834
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042159
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ANANDH K KRISHNASWAMY
AGE: 32
EMP ID: A-00851
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033035
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHRUTI IYER
AGE: 33
EMP ID: A-00851
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033036
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NIRANJANA
AGE: 1
EMP ID: A-00851
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033037
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ARORA PRANAV
AGE : 26
EMP ID : A-00983
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032190
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

GOVERDHAN ARORA
AGE : 67
EMP ID : A-00983
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032191
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

NEELAM ARORA
AGE : 63
EMP ID : A-00983
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032192
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availling cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BAKSHI NARESH (MRS)
AGE : 69
EMP ID : B-00044
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040568
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BARQI BAHAR U
AGE: 60
EMP ID: B-00084
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032905
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AFSHAN AHMED
AGE: 55
EMP ID: B-00084
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032906
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TAYYABA BARQI
AGE: 23
EMP ID: B-00084
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032907
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BHAGAT VINOO
AGE : 83
EMP ID : B-00110
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031236
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BHARDWAJ PARMANAND
AGE : 80
EMP ID : B-00143
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032215
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BANSAL DEVMANI
AGE: 34
EMP ID: B-00150
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031272
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TRILOK CHANDRA BANSAL
AGE: 66
EMP ID: B-00150
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031273
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RADHA BANSAL
AGE: 57
EMP ID: B-00150
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031274
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BHATTACHARJEE ASHUTOSH
AGE : 75
EMP ID : B-00189
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032352
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANJUSHREE BHATTACHARJEE
AGE : 67
EMP ID : B-00189
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032353
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BANSAL SUBHASH
AGE : 70
EMP ID : B-00290
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031707
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RENU BANSAL
AGE : 66
EMP ID : B-00290
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031708
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BAJAJ HIMANSHU
AGE : 42
EMP ID : B-00336
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031366
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NEERA BAJAJ
AGE : 40
EMP ID : B-00336
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031367
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TEJASV BAJAJ
AGE : 14
EMP ID : B-00336
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031369
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AZAIRA BAJAJ
AGE : 10
EMP ID : B-00336
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031368
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KRISHAN CHANDRA BAJAJ
AGE : 75
EMP ID : B-00336
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031370
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SANDHYA BAJAJ
AGE : 67
EMP ID : B-00336
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031371
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BANSAL SAVITRI GUPTA (MRS)
AGE : 72
EMP ID : B-00378
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040588
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BANSAL JAI
AGE : 40
EMP ID : B-00447
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031646
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUSHIL KUMAR BHARTIA
AGE : 73
EMP ID : B-00447
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031647
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
HUKAM SINGH BHATI
AGE : 58
EMP ID : B-00451
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032073
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KANTI BHATI
AGE : 56
EMP ID : B-00451
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032074
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BIJU P.RAMAN
AGE : 40
EMP ID : B-00540
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032295
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANJALI S
AGE : 34
EMP ID : B-00540
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032296
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GAYATHRI BIJU
AGE : 5
EMP ID : B-00540
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032297
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOWRI BIJU
AGE : 8
EMP ID : B-00540
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032298
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

P.K.RAMAN
AGE : 76
EMP ID : B-00540
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032299
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

INDIRA RAMAN
AGE : 64
EMP ID : B-00540
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032300
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BHATNAGAR KARTIK
AGE : 36
EMP ID : B-00563
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHID0300032895
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TANVI SRIVASTAVA
AGE : 34
EMP ID : B-00563
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHID0300032896
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BAFAKHI SAYID MARZOOK
AGE: 37
EMP ID: B-00639
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032677
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAMEENA M.K.
AGE: 32
EMP ID: B-00639
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032678
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

FATHIMA JAZA
AGE: 7
EMP ID: B-00639
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032679
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AYISHA JEHAN
AGE: 4
EMP ID: B-00639
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032680
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SYEID ABDULLA BAFAKI
AGE: 76
EMP ID: B-00639
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032681
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHERIFA FATHIMA
AGE: 71
EMP ID: B-00639
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032682
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BAJPAI MANJUL
AGE : 63
EMP ID : B-00662
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032303
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SANJEETA BAJPAI
AGE : 56
EMP ID : B-00662
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032304
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per your Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BHAGWAN SINGH  
AGE: 68  
EMP ID: B-00797  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040522  
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ABHA SINGH (DR)  
AGE: 63  
EMP ID: B-00797  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040523  
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BANSAL MANOJ KUMAR
AGE: 50
EMP ID: B-00827
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032137
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SOM PRAKASH BANSAL
AGE: 80
EMP ID: B-00827
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032138
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PUSHPA BANSAL
AGE: 75
EMP ID: B-00827
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032139
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BEGG MIRZA KAYESH
AGE : 41
EMP ID : B-00843
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040438
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MIRZA ROWSAN JAHAN BEGG
AGE : 67
EMP ID : B-00843
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040439
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MUMTAZ BEGG BEGUM
AGE : 66
EMP ID : B-00843
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040440
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BANSAL ANKUR
AGE : 34
EMP ID : B-00876
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042257
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANIL BANSAL
AGE : 66
EMP ID : B-00876
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042258
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ABHA BANSAL
AGE : 62
EMP ID : B-00876
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042259
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAKESH SHARMA
AGE : 39
EMP ID : C0001
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040375
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

MONICA SHARMA
AGE : 52
EMP ID : C0002
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000040376
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SANTOSH SHARMA
AGE : 79
EMP ID : C0002
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000040377
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JUGAL KISHOR
AGE: 44
EMP ID: C0003
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042119
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

BASANTI
AGE: 35
EMP ID: C0003
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042120
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

KARAN
AGE: 14
EMP ID: C0003
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042121
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

KHUSHBU
AGE: 15
EMP ID: C0003
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042122
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

---

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MOHD NIZAM KAZI
AGE: 46
EMP ID: C0004
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042115
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAIS FATIMA
AGE: 41
EMP ID: C0004
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042116
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

REHAMAN KAZI
AGE: 15
EMP ID: C0004
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042117
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ALFIYA KAZI
AGE: 13
EMP ID: C0004
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042118
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
CHAUDHARY MOHD ZUNNURAIN
AGE : 72
EMP ID : C-00062
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031836
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
CHAUDHARY NAVNEET
AGE : 54
EMP ID : C-00063
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032382
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
CHAUHAN VIJYANT SINGH
AGE : 55
EMP ID : C-00089
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032405
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MONIKA CHAUHAN
AGE: 37
EMP ID: C-00608
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031772
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AYANSH SINGH
AGE: 4
EMP ID: C-00608
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031775
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AKSHITA SINGH
AGE: 10
EMP ID: C-00608
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031774
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GAJRAJ SINGH
AGE: 64
EMP ID: C-00608
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031776
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NEELAM CHAUHAN
AGE: 54
EMP ID: C-00608
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031777
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAJENDRA SINGH CHAUHAN
AGE: 40
EMP ID: C-00608
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031773
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DAS MANOJ KUMAR  
AGE : 56  
EMP ID : D-00023  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031550  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GEETA DAS  
AGE : 46  
EMP ID : D-00023  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031551  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DESWAL SOMVIR SINGH
AGE: 52
EMP ID: D-00067
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHO03000031690
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANIL DESWAL
AGE: 46
EMP ID: D-00067
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHO03000031691
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DEWAN BALRAJ
AGE : 64
EMP ID : D-00073
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033185
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RITA DEWAN
AGE : 58
EMP ID : D-00073
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033186
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040621
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
D. SIVA RAMI REDDY
AGE: 57
EMP ID: D-00116
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032001
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

A. PRAVEENA
AGE: 53
EMP ID: D-00116
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032002
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this
information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or
photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our
Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per
Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless
facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DUGGAL PAVAN  
AGE : 56  
EMP ID : D-00141  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040398  
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHEFFALI DUGGAL  
AGE : 51  
EMP ID : D-00141  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040399  
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAAKSHAR DUGGAL  
AGE : 23  
EMP ID : D-00141  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040400  
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DRISHYAA DUGGAL  
AGE : 17  
EMP ID : D-00141  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040401  
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KUSUM DUGGAL  
AGE : 81  
EMP ID : D-00141  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040402  
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DIWAKAR SHASHIYONI  
AGE: 78  
EMP ID: D-00207  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031564  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

BIMLA SINHA  
AGE: 77  
EMP ID: D-00207  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031565  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DVIVEDI RAJIV SHANKAR
AGE: 50
EMP ID: D-00218
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031570
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ARTI DWIVEDI
AGE: 44
EMP ID: D-00218
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031571
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHUBHAKSH SHEKHAR DVIVEDI
AGE: 15
EMP ID: D-00218
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031572
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHUBHANG SHEKHAR DVIVEDI
AGE: 19
EMP ID: D-00218
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031573
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHASHI SHEKHA DVIVEDI
AGE: 80
EMP ID: D-00218
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031574
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DAS SOUNAK SITIMAYA
AGE : 49
EMP ID : D-00233
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033052
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GAYATRI DAS
AGE : 41
EMP ID : D-00233
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033053
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RUDRAKSH DAS
AGE : 15
EMP ID : D-00233
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033055
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TANISHKA DAS
AGE : 9
EMP ID : D-00233
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033054
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DUBEY AMIT
AGE: 49
EMP ID: D-00354
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040458
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SULEKHA DUBEY
AGE: 49
EMP ID: D-00354
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040459
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GAURI DUBEY
AGE: 17
EMP ID: D-00354
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040460
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RATNA DUBEY
AGE: 75
EMP ID: D-00354
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040461
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DAHIYA MANJUL
AGE : 37
EMP ID : D-00385
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031435
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KIRAN TOKAS
AGE : 37
EMP ID : D-00385
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031436
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DUBEY VINAY SHANKAR  
AGE : 42  
EMP ID : D-00462  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032003  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

NISHI UPADHYAY  
AGE : 38  
EMP ID : D-00462  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032004  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

PAKHI DUBEY  
AGE : 1  
EMP ID : D-00462  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032005  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

VAIBHAVI DUBEY  
AGE : 6  
EMP ID : D-00462  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032006  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

MARKANDENARAYAN DUBE  
AGE : 68  
EMP ID : D-00462  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032007  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

VIDYADHARI DUBE  
AGE : 69  
EMP ID : D-00462  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032008  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DUBEY RAVIN
AGE : 59
EMP ID : D-00524
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033031
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

MADHU DUBEY
AGE : 53
EMP ID : D-00524
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033032
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

PALASH DUBEY
AGE : 18
EMP ID : D-00524
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033033
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 or chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DUGAR NAVNEET
AGE: 42
EMP ID: D-00576
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033390
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRITI DUGAR
AGE: 40
EMP ID: D-00576
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033392
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TANISHQ DUGAR
AGE: 11
EMP ID: D-00576
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033391
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RIHANSH DUGAR
AGE: 6
EMP ID: D-00576
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033393
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

CHHATRA SINGH DUGAR
AGE: 68
EMP ID: D-00576
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033394
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KANCHAN DUGAR
AGE: 63
EMP ID: D-00576
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033395
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DAS VICTOR
AGE: 30
EMP ID: D-00611
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042270
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUMITA DAS
AGE: 58
EMP ID: D-00611
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042271
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
DAS BINDU
AGE : 38
EMP ID : D-00656
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033001
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

The issue of this e-card does not guarantee cashless hospitalization.
This card is for identification purposes only.
Card has to be presented to the Network Service Provider at the time of admission/seeking the service.
Pre-authorization from SHPP is a must for availing cashless hospitalization at Network Service Provider.
The chances claim will be processed in accordance with the policy terms and conditions.

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
FARRUKH RASHEED
AGE : 47
EMP ID : F-00013
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031539
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DARAKSHAN FARRUKH
AGE : 42
EMP ID : F-00013
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031540
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ASHHAM FARRUKH AZMI
AGE : 11
EMP ID : F-00013
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031542
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

HIBA GHAZAL
AGE : 19
EMP ID : F-00013
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031541
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GADNIS BHAVANI SHANKAR V
AGE : 60
EMP ID : G-00001
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032957
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANJULA GADNIS
AGE : 50
EMP ID : G-00001
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032958
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GARG M.K.
AGE : 79
EMP ID : G-00035
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031778
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRATIBHA GARG
AGE : 76
EMP ID : G-00035
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031779
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA DEVENDRA KUMAR
AGE : 80
EMP ID : G-00039
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032615
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
BIJAN GOSH
AGE : 64
EMP ID : 62300067
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032841
VALID FROM : 15-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GIRISH ANANTHAMURTHY
AGE: 55
EMP ID: G-00077
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033039
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VAIJAYANTHI GIRISH
AGE: 53
EMP ID: G-00077
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033040
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SARAYU GIRISH
AGE: 21
EMP ID: G-00077
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033041
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GOSWAMI PRADEEP KUMAR
AGE : 66
EMP ID : G-00112
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032990
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RASHMI GOSWAMI
AGE : 57
EMP ID : G-00112
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032991
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAIMEERA GOSWAMI
AGE : 12
EMP ID : G-00112
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032992
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GOUR DARSHANAND
AGE : 67
EMP ID : G-00117
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033097
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GHOSH SANATAN
AGE: 75
EMP ID: G-00188
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032277
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANASHI GHOSH
AGE: 67
EMP ID: G-00188
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032278
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA P.N.
AGE: 73
EMP ID: G-00216
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032683
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KUSUM GUPTA
AGE: 66
EMP ID: G-00216
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032684
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA RAJENDER
AGE: 70
EMP ID: G-00223
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032530
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA SURESH C.
AGE : 64
EMP ID : G-00245
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031316
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA V.P.  
AGE: 70  
EMP ID: G-00248  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032216  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

PROMILA GUPTA  
AGE: 69  
EMP ID: G-00248  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032217  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA VIJAY
AGE : 71
EMP ID : G-00250
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040531
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RITA RANI
AGE : 67
EMP ID : G-00250
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040532
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GURMEET SINGH
AGE : 68
EMP ID : G-00257
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033415
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SARABJEET KAUR
AGE : 67
EMP ID : G-00257
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033416
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GOEL SHIV CHARAN  
AGE : 73  
EMP ID : G-00303  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032270  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MRIDULA GOEL  
AGE : 69  
EMP ID : G-00303  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032271  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA BHANU PRATAP
AGE : 59
EMP ID : G-00360
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031735
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANURADHA GUPTA
AGE : 46
EMP ID : G-00360
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031736
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR (SR) GOSWAMI DINESH  
AGE : 56  
EMP ID : G-00364  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040556  
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NISCHAL GOSWAMI  
AGE : 49  
EMP ID : G-00364  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040557  
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MEENAKSHI GROVER
AGE : 54
EMP ID : G-00403
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031627
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA KUNAL
AGE : 39
EMP ID : G-00404
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300003208
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MEGHA GUPTA
AGE : 34
EMP ID : G-00404
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300003211
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ADVITA GUPTA
AGE : 5
EMP ID : G-00404
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300003210
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRABHA GUPTA
AGE : 76
EMP ID : G-00404
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300003209
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA ATMA RAM
AGE: 64
EMP ID: G-00428
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032099
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RITA GUPTA
AGE: 63
EMP ID: G-00428
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032100
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA VIVEK
AGE : 51
EMP ID : G-00467
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031424
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DEEPALI GUPTA
AGE : 47
EMP ID : G-00467
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031425
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOVIND GUPTA
AGE : 22
EMP ID : G-00467
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031426
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANANT GUPTA
AGE : 15
EMP ID : G-00467
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031427
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

BRIJ BHUSHAN LAL GUPTA
AGE : 84
EMP ID : G-00467
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031428
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KAMLA GUPTA
AGE : 83
EMP ID : G-00467
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031429
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAHUL GUPTA
AGE : 40
EMP ID : G-00485
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033639
VALID FROM : 16-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VANDANA GUPTA
AGE : 41
EMP ID : G-00485
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033719
VALID FROM : 16-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Gaurav
AGE: 39
EMP ID: G-00492
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033285
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Neha Balyan
AGE: 34
EMP ID: G-00492
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033288
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Adhya Singh
AGE: 9
EMP ID: G-00492
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033286
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Arya Singh
AGE: 2
EMP ID: G-00492
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033287
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Harpal Singh
AGE: 69
EMP ID: G-00492
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033290
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Kamlesh
AGE: 63
EMP ID: G-00492
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033289
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA SURENDER KUMAR
AGE : 54
EMP ID : G-00528
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031741
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
 Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GURURAJ C.B.
AGE : 40
EMP ID : G-00542
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031631
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

C.BASAVAIAH
AGE : 67
EMP ID : G-00542
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031632
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUNDARAMMA
AGE : 58
EMP ID : G-00542
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031633
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GARG MAYANK
AGE : 34
EMP ID : G-00682
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033044
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

FRANI GARG
AGE : 27
EMP ID : G-00682
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033045
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

DAMYA GARG
AGE : 3
EMP ID : G-00682
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033046
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GROVER ANIL
AGE : 61
EMP ID : G-00694
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033197
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANJALI GROVER
AGE : 57
EMP ID : G-00694
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033198
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GARG ABHINAV KUMAR
AGE : 45
EMP ID : G-00791
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031828
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

SHALINI MAYAWALA
AGE : 44
EMP ID : G-00791
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031829
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

AARYAN MAYAWALA
AGE : 16
EMP ID : G-00791
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031831
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

ANANYA MAYAWALA
AGE : 14
EMP ID : G-00791
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031830
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GAUR DR. AMARDEEP
AGE : 55
EMP ID : G-00877
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031884
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NAMRATA GAUR
AGE : 52
EMP ID : G-00877
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031885
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GOEL TEJASVI
AGE : 30
EMP ID : G-00931
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031709
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NISHA GOEL
AGE : 56
EMP ID : G-00931
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031711
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GUPTA ABHEY KUMAR
AGE: 34
EMP ID: G-01000
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033156
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

SATYA BHUSHAN GUPTA
AGE: 65
EMP ID: G-01000
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033158
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

POORNIMA AGGRAWAL
AGE: 55
EMP ID: G-01000
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033157
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

H.RAGHAVENDRA RAO
AGE : 66
EMP ID : H-00001
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031876
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

R.LAKSHMI RAO
AGE : 61
EMP ID : H-00001
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031877
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
HARISH KUMAR T.
AGE: 49
EMP ID: H-00014
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032453
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

H.DEVICHAND JAIN
AGE: 70
EMP ID: H-00014
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032454
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

D.PUSHPABAI
AGE: 66
EMP ID: H-00014
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032455
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
HEGDE SANJAY R
AGE : 55
EMP ID : H-00024
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I0300032875
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MITA HEGDE
AGE : 52
EMP ID : H-00024
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I0300032876
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TANUJ HEGDE
AGE : 11
EMP ID : H-00024
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I0300032877
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TANAY HEGDE
AGE : 23
EMP ID : H-00024
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I0300032878
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VASANTHI R HEGDE
AGE : 83
EMP ID : H-00024
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I0300032879
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
HAZARIKA SUMITA
AGE: 51
EMP ID: H-00045
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033189
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANIL NAVRIYA
AGE: 67
EMP ID: H-00045
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033190
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
HANS PRAVEEN
AGE: 51
EMP ID: H-00046
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031607
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RITU
AGE: 47
EMP ID: H-00046
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031608
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAGHAV HANS
AGE: 22
EMP ID: H-00046
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031609
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TIRATH DASS HANS
AGE: 81
EMP ID: H-00046
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031610
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
HUSSAIN MOHD ZAHID
AGE : 34
EMP ID : H-00134
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032019
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SEEMA SHEHNAZ
AGE : 34
EMP ID : H-00134
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032020
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAHEED AHMED
AGE : 60
EMP ID : H-00134
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032021
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ISLAMI
AGE : 57
EMP ID : H-00134
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032022
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
HUSAIN SYED JAFAR
AGE : 70
EMP ID : H-00137
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHO03000031229
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
INAMDAR SALIM AMBAR
AGE : 38
EMP ID : I-00037
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042140
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KAMAL NASAR INAMDAR
AGE : 70
EMP ID : I-00037
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042141
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
INAMDAR RAJESH G
AGE : 37
EMP ID : I-00039
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032193
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

NIDA R INAMDAR
AGE : 35
EMP ID : I-00039
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032194
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

LISHA R INAMDAR
AGE : 2
EMP ID : I-00039
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032195
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

G.D.INAMDAR
AGE : 77
EMP ID : I-00039
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032196
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SHAMA G INAMDAR
AGE : 70
EMP ID : I-00039
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032197
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JAY MALA
AGE : 62
EMP ID : J-00010
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032441
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

BHIM SINGH
AGE : 83
EMP ID : J-00010
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032442
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JAIN ANIL KUMAR
AGE : 71
EMP ID : J-00020
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031228
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JAIN PRASHANT
AGE : 51
EMP ID : J-00030
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033108
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUDHA RANI JAIN
AGE : 76
EMP ID : J-00030
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033109
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JAIN VINOD KUMAR
AGE : 69
EMP ID : J-00041
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031463
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SHOBHA JAIN
AGE : 64
EMP ID : J-00041
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031464
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JHA BARMH DEV
AGE: 54
EMP ID: J-00042
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033420
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PREETI JHA
AGE: 42
EMP ID: J-00042
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033422
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

YASHIKA JHA
AGE: 19
EMP ID: J-00042
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033421
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JADEJA JAIKRITI SINGH
AGE : 34
EMP ID : J-00065
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032977
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JOHN MATHEW
AGE: 50
EMP ID: J-00169
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032588
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DEEPA REBECCA THOMAS
AGE: 48
EMP ID: J-00169
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032589
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JHA DHRUV KUMAR
AGE: 50
EMP ID: J-00224
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032456
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANSHU KUMARI
AGE: 38
EMP ID: J-00224
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032457
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JAIN NIHIL
AGE: 40
EMP ID: J-00229
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031460
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DIVYA JAIN
AGE: 35
EMP ID: J-00229
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031461
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAIYAM JAIN
AGE: 9
EMP ID: J-00229
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031462
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JAIN SAURABH
AGE : 37
EMP ID : J-00385
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040598
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUDHIR CHAND JAIN
AGE : 71
EMP ID : J-00385
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040599
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PADMA JAIN
AGE : 62
EMP ID : J-00385
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040600
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JINDAL SANDEEP
AGE : 37
EMP ID : J-00444
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042277
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

USHA RANI
AGE : 57
EMP ID : J-00444
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042278
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JAIN MANOJ
AGE: 50
EMP ID: J-00577
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032182
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ALKA JAIN
AGE: 50
EMP ID: J-00577
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032183
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
**JAIN NAKUL**  
AGE: 49  
EMP ID: J-00584  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031700  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

**PREM KUMAR JAIN**  
AGE: 75  
EMP ID: J-00584  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031701  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

**KARUNA JAIN**  
AGE: 72  
EMP ID: J-00584  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031702  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

---

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
JAILIYA HEMENDRA
AGE: 31
EMP ID: J-00648
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040597
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KATARIA RAJINDER SINGH
AGE: 70
EMP ID: K-00067
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032667
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAJRATI
AGE: 58
EMP ID: K-00067
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032668
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KESARI SINGH
AGE : 83
EMP ID : K-00104
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033332
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KULDIP SINGH  
AGE: 52  
EMP ID: K-00224  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033064  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

SONIA MINHAS  
AGE: 42  
EMP ID: K-00224  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033065  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

SIMAR SARUP  
AGE: 16  
EMP ID: K-00224  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033066  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

ANMOL KAUR  
AGE: 19  
EMP ID: K-00224  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033067  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR PRAMOD
AGE: 54
EMP ID: K-00242
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033225
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SMITA KUMARI
AGE: 47
EMP ID: K-00242
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033226
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR SUMIT
AGE: 46
EMP ID: K-00358
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031724
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KUMARI SUPRIYA
AGE: 40
EMP ID: K-00358
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031725
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SNEHL SRIVASTAVA
AGE: 13
EMP ID: K-00358
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031726
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SANKALP SRIVASTAVA
AGE: 8
EMP ID: K-00358
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031727
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRAMOD KUMAR SRIVASTAVA
AGE: 75
EMP ID: K-00358
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031728
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TARA SRIVASTAVA
AGE: 67
EMP ID: K-00358
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031729
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KHAN NAUSHAD AHMAD
AGE : 45
EMP ID : K-00361
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033165
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHABANA AZAMI
AGE : 33
EMP ID : K-00361
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033168
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AFIFAH KHAN
AGE : 6
EMP ID : K-00361
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033166
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ZAINAB SULTANA KHAN
AGE : 7
EMP ID : K-00361
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033167
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR BRAJESH  
AGE: 54  
EMP ID: K-00380  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032688  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANORAMA BHAGAT  
AGE: 77  
EMP ID: K-00380  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032689  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR SANTOSH
AGE : 47
EMP ID : K-00476
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032458
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

BRAJ BHUSHAN SINHA
AGE : 77
EMP ID : K-00476
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032459
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

VIDYA DEVI
AGE : 72
EMP ID : K-00476
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032460
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR SUNIL
AGE : 50
EMP ID : K-00478
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHO10300033231
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SONI SHARMA
AGE : 43
EMP ID : K-00478
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHO10300033234
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

YASH RAJ SHARMA
AGE : 18
EMP ID : K-00478
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHO10300033232
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHASHWAT SHARMA
AGE : 19
EMP ID : K-00478
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHO10300033233
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KANSAL REEPAK
AGE : 43
EMP ID : K-00490
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031655
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GEETA RANI
AGE : 43
EMP ID : K-00490
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031656
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AADI AGGARWAL
AGE : 14
EMP ID : K-00490
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031658
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANSHIKA AGGARWAL
AGE : 16
EMP ID : K-00490
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031657
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

HANSRAJ
AGE : 68
EMP ID : K-00490
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031659
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MURTI DEVI
AGE : 69
EMP ID : K-00490
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031660
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 or chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HO or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KHEM CHAND
AGE : 54
EMP ID : K-00523
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031530
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SURAKSHA JAGIRDAR
AGE : 52
EMP ID : K-00523
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031531
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

YOJASVI JAGARDAR
AGE : 14
EMP ID : K-00523
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031533
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DARVI JAGIRDAR
AGE : 18
EMP ID : K-00523
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031532
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per the Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KASANA MAHESH CHAND
AGE : 63
EMP ID : K-00634
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031802
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MALT KASANA
AGE : 52
EMP ID : K-00634
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031803
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR SANTOSH
AGE : 47
EMP ID : K-00668
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042266
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KAMESH PRASADTHAKUR
AGE : 72
EMP ID : K-00668
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042267
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHAIL DEVI
AGE : 68
EMP ID : K-00668
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042268
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KASANA NAGENDRA  
AGE: 36  
EMP ID: K-00676  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040418  
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  
Good Health TPA Services Limited

ANJANA KASANA  
AGE: 37  
EMP ID: K-00676  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040419  
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  
Good Health TPA Services Limited

ADHIRAJ KASANA  
AGE: 8  
EMP ID: K-00676  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040420  
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  
Good Health TPA Services Limited

SAANVI KASANA  
AGE: 9  
EMP ID: K-00676  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040421  
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KALITA SNEHA
AGE : 38
EMP ID : K-00696
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032033
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

BHABESHWAR KALITA
AGE : 68
EMP ID : K-00696
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032035
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RITA KALITA
AGE : 67
EMP ID : K-00696
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032036
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANGSHUMAN SIDDHANTA
AGE : 39
EMP ID : K-00696
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032034
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR SANJEEV  
AGE : 48  
EMP ID : K-00717  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042132  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

VAGISHA  
AGE : 41  
EMP ID : K-00717  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042133  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Good Health TPA Services Limited  

RISHIK  
AGE : 11  
EMP ID : K-00717  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042134  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

REETI  
AGE : 14  
EMP ID : K-00717  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042135  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Good Health TPA Services Limited  

RAM SHANKAR PRASADSINGH  
AGE : 77  
EMP ID : K-00717  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042136  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR ANJANI
AGE : 40
EMP ID : K-00723
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032369
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MEENAKSHI
AGE : 38
EMP ID : K-00723
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032370
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ADITYA MISHRA
AGE : 10
EMP ID : K-00723
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032372
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KAVYA MISHRA
AGE : 2
EMP ID : K-00723
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032371
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KAMAL MEENA
AGE : 52
EMP ID : K-00799
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032594
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KAMAL AYUB
AGE : 54
EMP ID : K-00799
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032595
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KWATRA GURMEET KAUR
AGE : 68
EMP ID : K-00928
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033179
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR RAHUL
AGE: 41
EMP ID: K-00964
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031342
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AKANSHA KUMARI
AGE: 29
EMP ID: K-00964
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031343
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KRANTI DEO PANDEY
AGE: 76
EMP ID: K-00964
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031344
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

CHANDRA KALA PANDEY
AGE: 68
EMP ID: K-00964
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031345
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 or chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KALKAL AMITA SINGH
AGE : 38
EMP ID : K-01077
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033137
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SATYAVIR SINGH KALKAL
AGE : 70
EMP ID : K-01077
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033138
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

BHARHO
AGE : 67
EMP ID : K-01077
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033139
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KADAM SUHASKUMAR
AGE : 39
EMP ID : K-01078
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032347
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SONALI KADAM
AGE : 31
EMP ID : K-01078
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032348
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAJVARDHAN KADAM
AGE : 4
EMP ID : K-01078
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032349
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAHEBRAO KADAM
AGE : 67
EMP ID : K-01078
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032350
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

CHAYA KADAM
AGE : 58
EMP ID : K-01078
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032351
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KHATRI SHITAL
AGE: 46
EMP ID: K-01092
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033123
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

Good Health TPA Services Limited

RAMPRakash K S
AGE: 74
EMP ID: K-01092
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033124
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SONI BAI R
AGE: 69
EMP ID: K-01092
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033125
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KANSAL NAVNEET
AGE: 41
EMP ID: K-01095
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031821
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TINA GARG
AGE: 41
EMP ID: K-01095
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031822
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NARAYANI
AGE: 4
EMP ID: K-01095
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031823
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AADISHREE
AGE: 10
EMP ID: K-01095
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031824
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHYAM NARAIN
AGE: 68
EMP ID: K-01095
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031825
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1800 425 3545 / 1800 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR ANIL
AGE : 64
EMP ID : K-01148
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031378
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

VIJAY LAXMI GUPTA
AGE : 57
EMP ID : K-01148
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031379
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KAUR SUKHWANT
AGE : 57
EMP ID : K-01158
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032274
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KAUSHIK AKASH
AGE: 44
EMP ID: K-01193
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032338
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

GAYATRI
AGE: 40
EMP ID: K-01193
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032339
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

LAKSHAY KAUSHIK
AGE: 16
EMP ID: K-01193
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032341
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

ANAYA KAUSHIK
AGE: 17
EMP ID: K-01193
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032340
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR SANJEEV
AGE : 56
EMP ID : K-01206
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040474
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SHALINI SINHA
AGE : 52
EMP ID : K-01206
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040475
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

BHAVYA SINHA
AGE : 14
EMP ID : K-01206
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040476
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SHEELA SINHA
AGE : 82
EMP ID : K-01206
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040477
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR SANJAY
AGE : 55
EMP ID : K-01219
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042197
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR SANTOSH
AGE: 45
EMP ID: K-01252
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040410
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NAND KUMAR SINGH
AGE: 78
EMP ID: K-01252
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040411
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GEETA DEVI
AGE: 75
EMP ID: K-01252
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040412
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KAUL SHALINI
AGE : 43
EMP ID : K-01281
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042185
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SURENDER KAUL
AGE : 71
EMP ID : K-01281
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042186
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VIJAYLAXMI KAUL
AGE : 66
EMP ID : K-01281
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042187
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR HEMANT
AGE : 38
EMP ID : K-01348
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032314
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MEGHA
AGE : 36
EMP ID : K-01348
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032315
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

JAIVARDHAN
AGE : 1
EMP ID : K-01348
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032316
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

JATINDER KUMAR
AGE : 60
EMP ID : K-01348
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032317
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PUSHPA
AGE : 57
EMP ID : K-01348
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032318
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KOLTE YOGESH
AGE: 44
EMP ID: K-01441
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033159
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUBHASH VITHOBA KOLTE
AGE: 74
EMP ID: K-01441
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033160
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SMITA SUBHASH KOLTE
AGE: 63
EMP ID: K-01441
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033161
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KUMAR MAHESH
AGE : 52
EMP ID : K-01489
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031275
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRATIMA DEVI
AGE : 46
EMP ID : K-01489
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031276
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KOCHHAR KANWAR
AGE: 38
EMP ID: K-01502
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040485
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
KAPOOR DHEERAJ KUMAR
AGE : 42
EMP ID : K-01557
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042156
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042156
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PREMLATA KAPOOR
AGE : 80
EMP ID : K-01557
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042157
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
LAMBAT KISHOR RAM
AGE : 58
EMP ID : L-00054
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032641
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

---

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MANDAL MANABENDRA NATH
AGE : 80
EMP ID : M-00015
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031409
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MAJITHIA AJAY
AGE: 56
EMP ID: M-00040
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033297
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MONICA MAJITHIA
AGE: 53
EMP ID: M-00040
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033300
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ACHINTYA MAJITHIA
AGE: 23
EMP ID: M-00040
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033298
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

WAHIKA MAJITHIA
AGE: 21
EMP ID: M-00040
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033299
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MALIK JASBIR SINGH
AGE: 50
EMP ID: M-00066
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032397
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MALIK M.YUNUS
AGE : 61
EMP ID : M-00067
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031754
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANJU MALIK
AGE : 53
EMP ID : M-00067
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031755
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MALINI PODUVAL
AGE: 72
EMP ID: M-00075
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031923
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Good Health TPA Services Limited

**MAYEE ANIRUDDHA P.**
AGE : 50
EMP ID : M-00137
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031973
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

**RAVINDRA KRUSHNAJI ODHEKAR**
AGE : 75
EMP ID : M-00137
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031974
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

**LATA RAVINDRA ODHEKAR**
AGE : 67
EMP ID : M-00137
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031975
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

---

**Note:** This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MINOCHA ARVIND
AGE : 74
EMP ID : M-00176
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031826
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

The card is for identification purposes only.
Pre-authorization from SHTP is a must for availing cashless hospitalization of Network Service Provider.
Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 or chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MITTAL KAILASH CHAND
AGE : 71
EMP ID : M-00225
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033317
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

MADHU MITTAL
AGE : 63
EMP ID : M-00225
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033318
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MUNSHI HIMANSHU
AGE: 57
EMP ID: M-00290
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032520
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

POONAM PRABHA
AGE: 54
EMP ID: M-00290
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032521
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MALHOTRA VINEET
AGE : 50
EMP ID : M-00312
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042171
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANUPAMA MALHOTRA
AGE : 44
EMP ID : M-00312
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042172
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANANT MALHOTRA
AGE : 13
EMP ID : M-00312
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042173
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AKSHAT MALHOTRA
AGE : 13
EMP ID : M-00312
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042174
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

P P MALHOTRA
AGE : 81
EMP ID : M-00312
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042175
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

K MALHOTRA DR
AGE : 78
EMP ID : M-00312
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042176
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHALLY BHASIN (MRS)
AGE : 49
EMP ID : M-00371
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040581
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

JAVED SAYED
AGE : 49
EMP ID : M-00371
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040582
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MOHD RASHID  
AGE: 47  
EMP ID: M-00435  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040512  
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

MOHD IBRAHIM  
AGE: 13  
EMP ID: M-00435  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040514  
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

SHABNAM  
AGE: 42  
EMP ID: M-00435  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040513  
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing of cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MISHRA ANUPAM
AGE: 42
EMP ID: M-00468
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031878
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GUNJAN MISHRA
AGE: 37
EMP ID: M-00468
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031879
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AKSHAT MISHRA
AGE: 10
EMP ID: M-00468
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031880
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ONKAR NATH MISHRA
AGE: 76
EMP ID: M-00468
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031881
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MUDGAL BIJENDER SINGH
AGE : 47
EMP ID : M-00470
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032464
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VINEETA MUDGAL
AGE : 46
EMP ID : M-00470
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032465
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AARNAV MUDGAL
AGE : 14
EMP ID : M-00470
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032467
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ARUNONA MUDGAL
AGE : 2
EMP ID : M-00470
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032466
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

JAGDISH CHAND
AGE : 63
EMP ID : M-00470
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032468
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAJWATI
AGE : 63
EMP ID : M-00470
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032469
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MISHRA SANTOSH
AGE : 50
EMP ID : M-00495
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042166
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AGYA MISHRA
AGE : 37
EMP ID : M-00495
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042167
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAANVI MISHRA
AGE : 9
EMP ID : M-00495
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042168
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AASTHA MISHRA
AGE : 15
EMP ID : M-00495
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042169
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAMESHWAR MISHRA
AGE : 77
EMP ID : M-00495
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042170
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MADHU SWETA
AGE: 51
EMP ID: M-00511
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032482
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHREYASI
AGE: 17
EMP ID: M-00511
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032484
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ASHOK KUMAR TIWARI
AGE: 81
EMP ID: M-00511
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032485
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

BHARTI TIWARI
AGE: 68
EMP ID: M-00511
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032486
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NARENDRA KUMAR
AGE: 48
EMP ID: M-00511
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032483
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
MITRA BIJAN KUMAR
AGE : 78
EMP ID : M-00519
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031314
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MUKTI MITRA
AGE : 71
EMP ID : M-00519
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031315
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAJIV MANGLA
AGE : 45
EMP ID : M-00538
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032089
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

CHANCHAL
AGE : 43
EMP ID : M-00538
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032090
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

YOGANSH
AGE : 9
EMP ID : M-00538
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032092
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MONIKA
AGE : 19
EMP ID : M-00538
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032091
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAT PRAKASH
AGE : 72
EMP ID : M-00538
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032093
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MARWAH JATINDER
AGE : 39
EMP ID : M-00583
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHO10300013086
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MALHOTRA RASHMI  
AGE : 47  
EMP ID : M-00587  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031394  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MULLAPUDI RAM BABU
AGE: 44
EMP ID: M-00631
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI00300031932
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MULLAPUDI SYAMALA
AGE: 43
EMP ID: M-00631
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI00300031933
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MULLAPUDI SRIRAM CHOWDARY
AGE: 10
EMP ID: M-00631
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI00300031934
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MULLAPUDI MAHESH CHOWDARY
AGE: 8
EMP ID: M-00631
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI00300031935
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MULLAPUDI MANGAYAMMA
AGE: 73
EMP ID: M-00631
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI00300031936
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 or chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Mittal Ankur  
AGE: 40  
EMP ID: M-00659  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033360  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Nidhi Mittal  
AGE: 37  
EMP ID: M-00659  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033364  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Aryan Mittal  
AGE: 11  
EMP ID: M-00659  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033363  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Arshia Mittal  
AGE: 7  
EMP ID: M-00659  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033365  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Uttam Mittal  
AGE: 66  
EMP ID: M-00659  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033361  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Rekha Mittal  
AGE: 62  
EMP ID: M-00659  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033362  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>EMP ID</th>
<th>Good Health ID</th>
<th>Valid From</th>
<th>Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mohna</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>M-00668</td>
<td>GHOI0300042145</td>
<td>08-03-2021</td>
<td>Supreme Court Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madan Lal</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>M-00668</td>
<td>GHOI0300042146</td>
<td>08-03-2021</td>
<td>Supreme Court Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mani Madan Lal</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>M-00668</td>
<td>GHOI0300042147</td>
<td>08-03-2021</td>
<td>Supreme Court Bar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MEHLEY SAKSHI
AGE : 33
EMP ID : M-00880
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033120
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

S P SINGH MEHLEY
AGE : 64
EMP ID : M-00880
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033122
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SANYOGITA MEHLEY
AGE : 61
EMP ID : M-00880
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033121
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MISHRA AJIT KUMAR
AGE : 56
EMP ID : M-00935
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032687
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MUDGAL VIKAALP
AGE : 32
EMP ID : M-00978
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032885
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MAHESHWARI ANISH
AGE: 33
EMP ID: M-00996
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032903
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHRUTI MAHESHWARI
AGE: 31
EMP ID: M-00996
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032904
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MOHAMMED SADIQUE T.A.
AGE: 41
EMP ID: M-01029
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031260
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

FATHIMA FAJULA SADIQUE
AGE: 40
EMP ID: M-01029
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031261
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MOHAMMED ZAYAAN SADIQUE
AGE: 4
EMP ID: M-01029
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031263
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MARYAM ZAHRA SADDIQUE
AGE: 8
EMP ID: M-01029
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031262
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ABDUL AZEEZ T.H.
AGE: 75
EMP ID: M-01029
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031264
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MASOOMA BEEKAM
AGE: 61
EMP ID: M-01029
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031265
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MANDAL CHANDAN KUMAR
AGE : 45
EMP ID : M-01125
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031886
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ASHA
AGE : 34
EMP ID : M-01125
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031887
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AROMA MOONASHA
AGE : 9
EMP ID : M-01125
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031888
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MISHRA GAURAV
AGE : 30
EMP ID : M-01144
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033126
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

YOGESH MISHRA
AGE : 57
EMP ID : M-01144
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033128
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

MEENA MISHRA
AGE : 56
EMP ID : M-01144
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033127
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MUDGAL KSHITIJ
AGE : 27
EMP ID : M-01150
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032902
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MAHAJAN VIVEK
AGE : 52
EMP ID : M-01160
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033047
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SWARAN MAHAJAN
AGE : 52
EMP ID : M-01160
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033048
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RACHITA MAHAJAN
AGE : 20
EMP ID : M-01160
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033049
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ROMESH KUMAR
AGE : 82
EMP ID : M-01160
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033050
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SURESHTHA MAHAJAN
AGE : 77
EMP ID : M-01160
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033051
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MOHAMMED SUFYAN
AGE : 38
EMP ID : M-01214
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032272
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHEHNAZ BEGUM
AGE : 63
EMP ID : M-01214
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032273
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MISHRA DEEPIKA
AGE : 35
EMP ID : M-01217
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I0300032928
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ABHISHEK MISRA
AGE : 39
EMP ID : M-01217
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I0300032929
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MORE KAILAS
AGE: 38
EMP ID: M-01243
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033056
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

NIRMALA DNYANDEO BORADE
AGE: 41
EMP ID: M-01243
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033057
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SAMIKSHA KAILAS MORE
AGE: 5
EMP ID: M-01243
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033058
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SANSKRUTI KAILAS MORE
AGE: 10
EMP ID: M-01243
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033059
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
MOHAN TARUN
AGE: 46
EMP ID: M-01284
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000042193
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

BIMLESH RANI
AGE: 76
EMP ID: M-01284
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000042194
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ANIL NAG
AGE: 60
EMP ID: N-00002
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033095
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHYAMA NAG
AGE: 56
EMP ID: N-00002
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033096
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NANDA KUMAR S.
AGE: 56
EMP ID: N-00028
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032367
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NIRMALA NANDAKUMAR
AGE: 53
EMP ID: N-00028
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032368
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NARANG PAVAN
AGE : 55
EMP ID : N-00045
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032400
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

NILIMA NARANG
AGE : 51
EMP ID : N-00045
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032401
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

ARJUN NARANG
AGE : 23
EMP ID : N-00045
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032402
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

RATTAN LAL NARANG
AGE : 83
EMP ID : N-00045
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032403
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

VEENA NARANG
AGE : 74
EMP ID : N-00045
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032404
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NAROOLA RAMESH KUMAR
AGE: 81
EMP ID: N-00062
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040558
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PUSHPA NARULA
AGE: 81
EMP ID: N-00062
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040559
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NIROLA PAWAN KUMAR
AGE : 69
EMP ID : N-00066
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031470
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NIROLA VEENA
AGE : 64
EMP ID : N-00066
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031471
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NIJHAWAN KAMAL
AGE : 57
EMP ID : N-00114
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032596
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KUMUD NIJHAWAN
AGE : 53
EMP ID : N-00114
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032597
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NAVARE VINAY (SR.)
AGE : 58
EMP ID : N-00142
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031866
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

SANGEETA GODBOLA
AGE : 55
EMP ID : N-00142
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031867
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

ANANYA NAVARE
AGE : 20
EMP ID : N-00142
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031868
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NANDAN ANAND
AGE : 47
EMP ID : N-00197
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032651
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SWETA SRIVASTAVA
AGE : 45
EMP ID : N-00197
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032652
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AKSHAT NANDAN
AGE : 12
EMP ID : N-00197
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032654
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

IRA NANDAN
AGE : 9
EMP ID : N-00197
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032653
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAROJ PRASAD
AGE : 80
EMP ID : N-00197
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032655
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NARAYAN ANSHUL
AGE: 35
EMP ID: N-00223
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040624
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VIDHI
AGE: 30
EMP ID: N-00223
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040625
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHIVANSH NARAYAN
AGE: 3
EMP ID: N-00223
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040626
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NAIR NIVEDITA
AGE : 29
EMP ID : N-00316
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032874
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NISHANI ANIL
AGE : 34
EMP ID : N-00336
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033084
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

POORNIMA KER/NISHANI
AGE : 28
EMP ID : N-00336
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033085
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NEERAJ NACHIKETA
AGE : 40
EMP ID : N-00339
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033307
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

AMITA AVINASH
AGE : 39
EMP ID : N-00339
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033308
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

NAITIK NACHIKETA
AGE : 10
EMP ID : N-00339
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033309
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

AADHYA
AGE : 5
EMP ID : N-00339
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033310
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NANDURI ESWARA RAO
AGE : 42
EMP ID : N-00371
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032487
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VASANTHA LAKSHMI
AGE : 44
EMP ID : N-00371
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032488
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAI PARDHU NANDURI
AGE : 12
EMP ID : N-00371
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032489
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

CHARANJEET SRISAI NANDURI
AGE : 8
EMP ID : N-00371
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032490
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NANDURI RAMA KOTESWARA RAO
AGE : 66
EMP ID : N-00371
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032491
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NANDURI DURGA DEVI
AGE : 61
EMP ID : N-00371
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032492
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PAREKH P.H. (SR.)  
AGE : 77  
EMP ID : P-00070  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031783  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

USHA PAREKH  
AGE : 78  
EMP ID : P-00070  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031784  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PARIDA PRIYANKA
AGE : 30
EMP ID : P-00169
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042269
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of Network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PANDEY ANIL KUMAR
AGE : 58
EMP ID : P-00237
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH00300033263
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per insurance policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PATTABHIRAM V V V M B  
AGE: 45  
EMP ID: P-00315  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042253  
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

VADREVU SUREKHA  
AGE: 41  
EMP ID: P-00315  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042254  
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

V A SIRI TANMAYEE  
AGE: 12  
EMP ID: P-00315  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042255  
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

V A TANISHKA  
AGE: 5  
EMP ID: P-00315  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042256  
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PAHWA RAJAT
AGE : 39
EMP ID : P-00323
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033140
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ASHOK PAHWA
AGE : 73
EMP ID : P-00323
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033141
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VIJAY PAHWA
AGE : 70
EMP ID : P-00323
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033142
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>EMP ID</th>
<th>Good Health ID</th>
<th>Valid From</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PANDE DIVYA PRAKASH</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>P-00397</td>
<td>GHOI03000032319</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHAWNA PANDE</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>P-00397</td>
<td>GHOI03000032320</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BHAVESH PANDE</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>P-00397</td>
<td>GHOI03000032322</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PALKRITI PANDE</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>P-00397</td>
<td>GHOI03000032321</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIRAN KUMAR PANDE</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>P-00397</td>
<td>GHOI03000032323</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHASHI BALA PANDE</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>P-00397</td>
<td>GHOI03000032324</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PAWAN AMIT
AGE: 47
EMP ID: P-00404
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032037
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KESHAV SHRIVASTAVA
AGE: 79
EMP ID: P-00404
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032038
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NIRMALA SHRIVASTAVA
AGE: 75
EMP ID: P-00404
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032039
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
**Note:** This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PHOOKAN DHARITRY (MS.)
AGE: 42
EMP ID: P-00486
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031641
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRASANNA KR.PHOOKAN
AGE: 78
EMP ID: P-00486
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031642
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANEE PHOOKAN
AGE: 73
EMP ID: P-00486
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031643
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PANT BHANU
AGE: 45
EMP ID: P-00511
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031291
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PANDARGE MAHALING
AGE: 40
EMP ID: P-00566
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I0300032415
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

JYOTHI M.PANDARGE
AGE: 38
EMP ID: P-00566
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I0300032416
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANIKANTH M.PANDARGE
AGE: 2
EMP ID: P-00566
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I0300032417
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NEELKANTH M.PANDARGE
AGE: 2
EMP ID: P-00566
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I0300032418
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MALIKARJUN V.PANDARGE
AGE: 69
EMP ID: P-00566
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I0300032419
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRABHAVATI M.PANDARGE
AGE: 64
EMP ID: P-00566
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I0300032420
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PRABHAKAR MRIGANK
AGE : 37
EMP ID : P-00570
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042273
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PUSHPA ROY
AGE : 59
EMP ID : P-00570
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042274
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PRIYANKA S. MATHUR (MS.)
AGE: 54
EMP ID: P-00589
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031969
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MATHUR SHASHI KUMAR
AGE: 85
EMP ID: P-00589
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031970
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>EMP ID</th>
<th>Good Health ID</th>
<th>Valid From</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PAARI VENDHAN K.</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>P-00636</td>
<td>GHOI03000032439</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TANUJA RAWAT</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>P-00636</td>
<td>GHOI03000032440</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PASI TILAK RAJ  
AGE: 66  
EMP ID: P-00640  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH01030000032437  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SUNITA PASI  
AGE: 63  
EMP ID: P-00640  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH01030000032438  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PRASEENA ELIZABETH JOSEPH (MS.)
AGE : 33
EMP ID : P-00669
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032509
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

M.J.JOSEPH MANNARATH
AGE : 66
EMP ID : P-00669
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032510
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

GMOL JOSEPH
AGE : 59
EMP ID : P-00669
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032511
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PRASAD ASTHA
AGE: 34
EMP ID: P-00672
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031611
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VIRAJ SRIVASTAVA
AGE: 2
EMP ID: P-00672
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031614
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AMAIRA SRIVASTAVA
AGE: 5
EMP ID: P-00672
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031613
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ASHISH PRASAD
AGE: 37
EMP ID: P-00672
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031612
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PAYYAPPLEY JACOB
AGE : 53
EMP ID : P-00694
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033220
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availng cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 or chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
POPLI SAKSHI (MS)
AGE : 48
EMP ID : P-00795
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032378
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PAWAR VIDYA
AGE: 39
EMP ID: P-00803
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032889
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
PHUL MAIDINI
AGE : 35
EMP ID : P-00911
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040491
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUBHASH CHANDRA PHUL
AGE : 68
EMP ID : P-00911
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040492
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MEERU PHUL
AGE : 60
EMP ID : P-00911
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040493
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

QAMARUDDIN M. (MRS.)
AGE: 81
EMP ID: Q-00002
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031837
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
QAMARUDDIN AMBAR
AGE : 46
EMP ID : Q-00004
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032461
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NISHA AMBAR
AGE : 45
EMP ID : Q-00004
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032462
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ABYAZ QAMARUDDIN
AGE : 14
EMP ID : Q-00004
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032463
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAGHUPATHY V N
AGE: 51
EMP ID: R-00012
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033080
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUJATHA
AGE: 42
EMP ID: R-00012
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033081
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TEJAS BHAT
AGE: 16
EMP ID: R-00012
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033082
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHREYAS BHAT
AGE: 18
EMP ID: R-00012
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033083
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAJAPPA S
AGE : 61
EMP ID : R-00028
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040577
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

LALITHA RAJAPPA
AGE : 52
EMP ID : R-00028
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040578
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RSRINIVASAN
AGE : 30
EMP ID : R-00028
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040579
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RGOWRISHANKAR
AGE : 25
EMP ID : R-00028
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040580
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
(MRS) RAJASREE AJAYKUMAR
AGE: 52
EMP ID: R-00029
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040466
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ROY TAPESH
AGE : 51
EMP ID : R-00050
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040555
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
ROHATGI R.B.
AGE : 81
EMP ID : R-00173
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031716
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAO REENA (MS.)
AGE : 53
EMP ID : R-00191
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031566
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ZOYA SENGUPTA
AGE : 23
EMP ID : R-00191
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031568
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KIERA SENGUPTA
AGE : 20
EMP ID : R-00191
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031569
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANIRUDHA SENGUPTA
AGE : 54
EMP ID : R-00191
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031567
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAHIM RAUF
AGE : 53
EMP ID : R-00193
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH010300033100
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MOHD ABBAS RAHIM
AGE : 79
EMP ID : R-00193
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH010300033102
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ZEBUNNISSA M A RAHIM
AGE : 74
EMP ID : R-00193
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH010300033101
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 or chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAJAN SUDARSHAN
AGE : 44
EMP ID : R-00278
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031684
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHAVETA SUDARSHAN RAJAN
AGE : 42
EMP ID : R-00278
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031685
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PAARTH RAJAN
AGE : 15
EMP ID : R-00278
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031686
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAARTH RAJAN
AGE : 15
EMP ID : R-00278
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031687
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

K.B.SOUNDER RAJAN
AGE : 72
EMP ID : R-00278
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031688
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PUSHPA RAJAN
AGE : 68
EMP ID : R-00278
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031689
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAJEEV KUMAR
AGE : 57
EMP ID : R-00296
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032244
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANUPAMA SINGH
AGE : 51
EMP ID : R-00296
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032245
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAKSHAM CHAUHAN
AGE : 20
EMP ID : R-00296
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032246
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAIKHY GURBIR SINGH  
AGE: 67  
EMP ID: R-00357  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I03000032430  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

HARPREET RAIKHY  
AGE: 66  
EMP ID: R-00357  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I03000032431  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tel.</th>
<th>1860 425 3646</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fax</td>
<td>1860 425 4242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email</td>
<td><a href="mailto:customer.care@ghttpa.com">customer.care@ghttpa.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web</td>
<td><a href="http://www.goodhealthtpa.com">www.goodhealthtpa.com</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
UDAI VIKRAM SINGH RATHORE
AGE : 35
EMP ID : 36100415
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032839
VALID FROM : 15-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ASHWATI BALRAJ
AGE : 31
EMP ID : 36100415
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032840
VALID FROM : 15-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAO MADHUKAR  
AGE : 80  
EMP ID : R-00422  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031227  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020 
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION 

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAJESH S.
AGE : 40
EMP ID : R-00489
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031554
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

LAKSHMI SIVASWAMY
AGE : 39
EMP ID : R-00489
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031555
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SURYA SIVASWAMY
AGE : 11
EMP ID : R-00489
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031556
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SIMHA SIVASWAMY
AGE : 4
EMP ID : R-00489
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031557
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SIVASWAMY IYER
AGE : 80
EMP ID : R-00489
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031558
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RENUKA SIVASWAMY
AGE : 78
EMP ID : R-00489
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031559
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAO RAJ SHEKHAR
AGE: 44
EMP ID: R-00532
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031785
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

SAPNA KHAJURIA
AGE: 43
EMP ID: R-00532
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031786
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

ABHIMANYU RAO
AGE: 14
EMP ID: R-00532
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031787
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

AGASTYA RAO
AGE: 14
EMP ID: R-00532
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031788
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

K.N.RAO
AGE: 78
EMP ID: R-00532
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031789
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

KALYANI RAO
AGE: 67
EMP ID: R-00532
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031790
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION
Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAJESH
AGE : 45
EMP ID : R-00579
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031374
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PUSHPA RANI
AGE : 39
EMP ID : R-00579
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031375
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAWAT UMRAO SINGH
AGE: 65
EMP ID: R-00584
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040551
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SARASWATI DEVI
AGE: 61
EMP ID: R-00584
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040552
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAUT RANJIT
AGE : 35
EMP ID : R-00599
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032362
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

BALASAHEB RAUT
AGE : 64
EMP ID : R-00599
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032363
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

KALPANA RAUT
AGE : 55
EMP ID : R-00599
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032364
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAHMAN TALHA ABDUL
AGE : 36
EMP ID : R-00600
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031323
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TAHSEEN AHMAD
AGE : 72
EMP ID : R-00600
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031324
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TALAT AHMAD
AGE : 68
EMP ID : R-00600
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031325
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAJESH KUMAR  
AGE : 41  
EMP ID : R-00629  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000042188  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

AMAR KAUR  
AGE : 64  
EMP ID : R-00629  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000042189  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
REHMANI FARHAT JAHAN
AGE : 41
EMP ID : R-00635
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031484
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MOHD. FARHAT MANSOOR
AGE : 52
EMP ID : R-00635
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031485
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 or chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAGHUNATHA SETHUPATHY B.
AGE : 29
EMP ID : R-00678
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031853
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

S.BASKARAN
AGE : 64
EMP ID : R-00678
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031854
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

B.GAYATHRI
AGE : 53
EMP ID : R-00678
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031855
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAJPAL SAURABH P</th>
<th>ROSHNI TOLANI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGE : 30</td>
<td>AGE : 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMP ID : R-00692</td>
<td>EMP ID : R-00692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042288</td>
<td>GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALID FROM : 08-03-2021</td>
<td>VALID FROM : 08-03-2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Good Health TPA Services Limited

---

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RAJ RAJIV RANJAN
AGE: 46
EMP ID: R-00705
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031534
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHAMBHU NATH DAS
AGE: 77
EMP ID: R-00705
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031535
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUMITA DAS
AGE: 67
EMP ID: R-00705
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031536
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
RUPRAH HARMEET SINGH  
AGE : 38  
EMP ID : R-00735  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033377  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAVNEET KAUR GREWAL  
AGE : 34  
EMP ID : R-00735  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033378  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employee / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SANGAL ANIL KUMAR
AGE : 69
EMP ID : S-00055
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033370
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VIBHA SANGAL
AGE : 63
EMP ID : S-00055
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033371
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

SANTHANAKRISHNAN R
AGE: 67
EMP ID: S-00068
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000040473
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA ASHOK KUMAR (SR.)
AGE: 64
EMP ID: S-00191
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031874
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VAMDANA SHARMA
AGE: 62
EMP ID: S-00191
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031875
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA ATUL
AGE : 66
EMP ID : S-00194
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000031816
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH DHAM DEEP  
AGE : 37  
EMP ID : S-00222  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033425  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHASHI LATA  
AGE : 39  
EMP ID : S-00222  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033426  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

HARVANSH SINGH  
AGE : 3  
EMP ID : S-00222  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033427  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VEDANSHI SINGH  
AGE : 0  
EMP ID : S-00222  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033430  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MAMCHAND  
AGE : 68  
EMP ID : S-00222  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033428  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RASHMI DEVI  
AGE : 65  
EMP ID : S-00222  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033429  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA NIRAJ
AGE: 60
EMP ID: S-00252
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031521
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUNEETI SHARMA
AGE: 52
EMP ID: S-00252
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031522
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SABLE PANJAB RAO
AGE : 68
EMP ID : S-00273
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031758
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VANDANA SABLE (MRS.)
AGE : 57
EMP ID : S-00273
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031759
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA SAMEER
AGE : 61
EMP ID : S-00288
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033180
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA YATENDRA KUMAR
AGE : 56
EMP ID : S-00325
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032941
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANJU SHARMA
AGE : 53
EMP ID : S-00325
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032942
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANIKET SHARMA
AGE : 21
EMP ID : S-00325
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032943
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availling cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHUKLA ARVIND KUMAR
AGE : 51
EMP ID : S-00357
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040413
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NEENA SHUKLA
AGE : 45
EMP ID : S-00357
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040414
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KANISHKA SHUKLA
AGE : 15
EMP ID : S-00357
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040415
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRATISHTHA SHUKLA
AGE : 20
EMP ID : S-00357
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040416
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUSHIL KUMARI SHUKLA
AGE : 81
EMP ID : S-00357
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040417
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHUKLA RAKESH
AGE : 62
EMP ID : S-00362
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040611
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

LAXMI MURTHY
AGE : 58
EMP ID : S-00362
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040612
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRIYA LAXMI RAKESH
AGE : 17
EMP ID : S-00362
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040613
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAKHEE LAXMI RAKESH
AGE : 19
EMP ID : S-00362
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040614
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SIKAND VIKRAM JEET
AGE: 82
EMP ID: S-00379
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032423
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VEENA SIKAND
AGE: 74
EMP ID: S-00379
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032424
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH RAJVINDER
AGE : 67
EMP ID : S-00483
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031712
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

HARMINDER KAUR
AGE : 67
EMP ID : S-00483
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031713
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH VIRENDER
AGE: 53
EMP ID: S-00518
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031982
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NEERA
AGE: 59
EMP ID: S-00518
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031983
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SUDHEER P S
AGE: 48
EMP ID: S-00622
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033009
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DEWISHA SUDHEER
AGE: 45
EMP ID: S-00622
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033010
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NIHARIKA SUDHEER
AGE: 14
EMP ID: S-00622
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033011
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NIVEDITA SUDHEER
AGE: 19
EMP ID: S-00622
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033012
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. The e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SURI SARAN
AGE : 60
EMP ID : S-00638
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032188
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAJ SURI
AGE : 82
EMP ID : S-00638
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032189
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA VINOD
AGE: 48
EMP ID: S-00746
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I0300042162
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

REENA DEVI
AGE: 45
EMP ID: S-00746
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I0300042163
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANANYA SHARMA
AGE: 12
EMP ID: S-00746
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I0300042164
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ASHITA SHARMA
AGE: 15
EMP ID: S-00746
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I0300042165
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA PRADEEP KUMAR
AGE : 56
EMP ID : S-00749
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033280
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANITA SHARMA
AGE : 53
EMP ID : S-00749
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033283
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ARPIT SHARMA
AGE : 17
EMP ID : S-00749
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033281
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AKANSHA SHARMA
AGE : 24
EMP ID : S-00749
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033284
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAVITRI
AGE : 72
EMP ID : S-00749
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033282
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken the information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any Hospital. You can call us on 1800 425 3545 / 1800 425 3232 or chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per our Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1800 425 3545 / 1800 425 3232 or chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA AJAY PRATAP
AGE : 59
EMP ID : S-00805
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040629
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH VIRENDRA KUMAR
AGE : 61
EMP ID : S-00833
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033380
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANITA SINGH
AGE : 50
EMP ID : S-00833
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033382
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ADITYA CHAUHAN
AGE : 18
EMP ID : S-00833
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033381
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SAKET ABHISHEK  
AGE: 50  
EMP ID: S-00848  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032473  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION 

SHAHANA FARAH  
AGE: 49  
EMP ID: S-00848  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032474  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION 

RAYHAAN SAKET  
AGE: 10  
EMP ID: S-00848  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032476  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION 

MYRA SAKET  
AGE: 6  
EMP ID: S-00848  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032475  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION 

VINA SHARMA  
AGE: 73  
EMP ID: S-00848  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032477  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION 

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHISHODIA SHRI PAL SINGH
AGE : 67
EMP ID : S-00898
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032658
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUSHMA
AGE : 60
EMP ID : S-00898
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032659
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH PREETI (MS.)
AGE: 41
EMP ID: S-00941
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031742
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

SINGH MAHABIR (SR.)
AGE: 69
EMP ID: S-00941
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031743
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

PREM KAUR
AGE: 70
EMP ID: S-00941
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031744
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHRAVAN KUMAR (SR.)
AGE : 71
EMP ID : S-00945
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032129
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANORIMA SINGH
AGE : 63
EMP ID : S-00945
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032130
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGHANIA SARAD
AGE : 49
EMP ID : 83000977
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042220
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RASHMI SINGHANIA
AGE : 45
EMP ID : 83000977
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042221
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

YASH SINGHANIA
AGE : 20
EMP ID : 83000977
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042222
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PURNIMA SINGHANIA
AGE : 13
EMP ID : 83000977
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042223
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NANDLAL SINGHANIA
AGE : 77
EMP ID : 83000977
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042224
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GANNA SINGHANIA
AGE : 73
EMP ID : 83000977
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042225
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
GAGANDEEP SHARMA
AGE: 42
EMP ID: 62400981
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032842
VALID FROM: 15-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AGASTYA AVIRAL
AGE: 11
EMP ID: 62400981
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032844
VALID FROM: 15-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AGASTYA AVIRAL
AGE: 66
EMP ID: 62400981
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032846
VALID FROM: 15-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AGASTYA AVIRAL
AGE: 66
EMP ID: 62400981
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032846
VALID FROM: 15-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHANTANU SWETANK
AGE: 47
EMP ID: S-01147
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032702
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

CHAKRADHAR PRASAD SINGH
AGE: 71
EMP ID: S-01147
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032703
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PARWATI SINGH
AGE: 70
EMP ID: S-01147
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032704
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SAIGAL PRAMOD
AGE : 56
EMP ID : S-01153
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031415
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA AJAY KUMAR
AGE : 65
EMP ID : S-01164
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031864
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANITA SHARMA
AGE : 60
EMP ID : S-01164
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031865
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 /1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA SANJAY
AGE : 50
EMP ID : S-01206
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032023
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SONIKA SHARMA
AGE : 49
EMP ID : S-01206
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032024
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ABHISHEK SHARMA
AGE : 22
EMP ID : S-01206
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032025
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAHUL SHARMA
AGE : 20
EMP ID : S-01206
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032026
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

TEJ PRAKASH SHARMA
AGE : 79
EMP ID : S-01206
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032027
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

UMA SHARMA
AGE : 73
EMP ID : S-01206
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032028
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SACHAR DEVENDER KUMAR
AGE: 70
EMP ID: S-01316
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000040494
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

SUNITA SACHAR
AGE: 65
EMP ID: S-01316
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000040495
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SAPRA SHIKHA
AGE: 41
EMP ID: S-01343
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033118
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SARAN MANISH KUMAR
AGE : 52
EMP ID : S-01344
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032334
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ARADHANA SARAN
AGE : 47
EMP ID : S-01344
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032335
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ADITYA MANI SARAN
AGE : 20
EMP ID : S-01344
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032336
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GAUTAM MANI SARAN
AGE : 17
EMP ID : S-01344
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032337
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SATISH CHANDER
AGE : 78
EMP ID : S-01346
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031762
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SUBHASH CHAND  
AGE: 60  
EMP ID: S-01359  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033187  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

DEEPTI GUPTA  
AGE: 56  
EMP ID: S-01359  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033188  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>EMP ID</th>
<th>Good Health ID</th>
<th>Valid From</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SULTAN SAJAD</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>S-01374</td>
<td>GHOI03000040422</td>
<td>18-12-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIDA SAJAD</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>S-01374</td>
<td>GHOI03000040423</td>
<td>18-12-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIRAAN SAJAD</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>S-01374</td>
<td>GHOI03000040424</td>
<td>18-12-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMOEEZ SAJAD</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>S-01374</td>
<td>GHOI03000040425</td>
<td>18-12-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSASIM</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>S-01374</td>
<td>GHOI03000040426</td>
<td>18-12-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASEENA PARVEEN</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>S-01374</td>
<td>GHOI03000040427</td>
<td>18-12-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SUD JAYANT K (SR)
AGE : 51
EMP ID : S-01411
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040560
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RASHMA SUD
AGE : 43
EMP ID : S-01411
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040561
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAI MANIK SUD
AGE : 22
EMP ID : S-01411
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040562
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KHOOSHI SUD
AGE : 19
EMP ID : S-01411
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040563
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KKSUD
AGE : 85
EMP ID : S-01411
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040564
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NIRMAL SUD
AGE : 82
EMP ID : S-01411
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040565
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA RAJESH  
AGE : 45  
EMP ID : S-01414  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031396  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Good Health TPA Services Limited

MANJU SHARMA  
AGE : 40  
EMP ID : S-01414  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031397  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Good Health TPA Services Limited

KASHVI SHARMA  
AGE : 15  
EMP ID : S-01414  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031398  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Good Health TPA Services Limited

KIRTI SHARMA  
AGE : 12  
EMP ID : S-01414  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031399  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Good Health TPA Services Limited

OMPRAKASH SHARMA  
AGE : 71  
EMP ID : S-01414  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031400  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Good Health TPA Services Limited

PREM LATA SHARMA  
AGE : 67  
EMP ID : S-01414  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031401  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Good Health ID</th>
<th>Valid From</th>
<th>Company</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAHA NIRANJAN</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>S-01422</td>
<td>GHOI03000032590</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNANDA SAHA (SMT.)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>S-01422</td>
<td>GHOI03000032591</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SWAMI AJAY
AGE : 58
EMP ID : S-01446
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031739
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SANJUKTA
AGE : 54
EMP ID : S-01446
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031740
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SUBRAMANIAN S PRABU RAMA
AGE : 38
EMP ID : S-01453
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032996
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

R SATHIYA PRIYA
AGE : 35
EMP ID : S-01453
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032997
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AGANEYAN
AGE : 2
EMP ID : S-01453
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032998
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AGAMAHILAN
AGE : 9
EMP ID : S-01453
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032999
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH NITIN
AGE : 43
EMP ID : S-01458
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040407
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us on 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 or chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Emp ID</th>
<th>Good Health ID</th>
<th>Valid From</th>
<th>Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRAVIN WAMAN SATALE</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7651539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033641</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAYASHREE PRAVIN SATALE</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>7651539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033642</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANALYA PRAVIN SATALE</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7651539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033643</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWARALI PRAVIN SATALE</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7651539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033644</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAMAN BALKRISHAN SATALE</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>7651539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033645</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSHILA WAMAN SATALE</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>7651539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033646</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

SINGH ASHOK KUMAR
AGE: 49
EMP ID: S-01577
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033003
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

REENA ASHOK SINGH
AGE: 38
EMP ID: S-01577
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033004
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Ayush Ashok Singh
AGE: 17
EMP ID: S-01577
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033006
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

VAISHNAVI ASHOK SINGH
AGE: 9
EMP ID: S-01577
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033005
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA RAKESH KUMAR
AGE : 55
EMP ID : S-01578
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031812
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

BEENU SHARMA
AGE : 50
EMP ID : S-01578
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031813
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

ANSH SHARMA
AGE : 19
EMP ID : S-01578
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031814
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

SIDDHANT SHARMA
AGE : 23
EMP ID : S-01578
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031815
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA P.K.
AGE: 55
EMP ID: S-01594
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032284
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

VIMLESH SHARMA
AGE: 52
EMP ID: S-01594
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032285
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

HARSHIT SHARMA
AGE: 26
EMP ID: S-01594
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032286
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

CHAYAN SHARMA
AGE: 21
EMP ID: S-01594
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032287
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

---

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH ADITYA
AGE: 36
EMP ID: S-01678
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042227
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

EKTA KADIAN
AGE: 36
EMP ID: S-01678
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042228
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ABHYUDAY JAKHAR
AGE: 6
EMP ID: S-01678
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042229
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SANTOSH SINGH JAKHAR
AGE: 67
EMP ID: S-01678
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042230
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
**Note:** This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA BHARAT KUMAR
AGE: 52
EMP ID: S-01822
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032982
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

POONAM SHARMA
AGE: 51
EMP ID: S-01822
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032983
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ARYAN SHARMA
AGE: 16
EMP ID: S-01822
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032985
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANANYA SHARMA
AGE: 19
EMP ID: S-01822
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032984
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA GAURAV
AGE : 37
EMP ID : S-01843
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032916
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHREYA UPADHYAYA
AGE : 31
EMP ID : S-01843
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032917
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SIKRI PUSHPA DEVI
AGE : 73
EMP ID : S-02022
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031817
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA MUDIT
AGE: 38
EMP ID: S-02072
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042260
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

CHANDER SHEKHAR SHARMA
AGE: 74
EMP ID: S-02072
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042261
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUMAN SHARMA
AGE: 68
EMP ID: S-02072
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300042262
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA PALLAVI
AGE : 35
EMP ID : S-02126
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033321
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRASANNA KAWDIKAR
AGE : 44
EMP ID : S-02126
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033322
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SAXENA KAPIL
AGE : 48
EMP ID : S-02141
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031769
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MEENU SAXENA
AGE : 46
EMP ID : S-02141
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031770
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AMEEKA SAXENA
AGE : 6
EMP ID : S-02141
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031771
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA VISHWA
MOHAN
AGE: 43
EMP ID : 86902192
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042275
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KUSUM
AGE : 34
EMP ID : 86902192
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042276
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

SHARMA PANKAJ
AGE: 48
EMP ID: S-02323
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031331
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SAMPATI SHARMA
AGE: 49
EMP ID: S-02323
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031332
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

RAGHAV SHARMA
AGE: 23
EMP ID: S-02323
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031334
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NIKITA SHARMA
AGE: 20
EMP ID: S-02323
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031333
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

LALIT MOHAN SHARMA
AGE: 79
EMP ID: S-02323
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031335
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SANTOSH SHARMA
AGE: 79
EMP ID: S-02323
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031336
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH ONKAR
AGE: 42
EMP ID: S-02324
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I03000042130
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SEEMA SINGH
AGE: 46
EMP ID: S-02324
GOOD HEALTH ID: GH0I03000042131
VALID FROM: 08-03-2021
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SAHAY MAREESH PRAVIR
AGE : 35
EMP ID : S-02329
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032515
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SAKSHI SAHAY
AGE : 34
EMP ID : S-02329
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032516
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

VISHALAKSHI SAHAY
AGE : 3
EMP ID : S-02329
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032517
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SAMIR SAHAY
AGE : 68
EMP ID : S-02329
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032518
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

MANJU SAHAY
AGE : 63
EMP ID : S-02329
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032519
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SODHI SUMEER
AGE : 35
EMP ID : S-02412
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031451
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ISHITA KHATTAR
AGE : 32
EMP ID : S-02412
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031452
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ARYAVEER SODHI
AGE : 1
EMP ID : S-02412
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031453
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ASHWINI KUMAR SODHI
AGE : 61
EMP ID : S-02412
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031454
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUMAN SODHI
AGE : 59
EMP ID : S-02412
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031455
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH SARVESH  
AGE: 38  
EMP ID: S-02427  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033396  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

HERINDER KAUR BRAR  
AGE: 37  
EMP ID: S-02427  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033397  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

VIVAAN SINGH  
AGE: 6  
EMP ID: S-02427  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033398  
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of Network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHANKER PRATAP
AGE : 45
EMP ID : S-02454
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032693
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SavitA Shrivastava
AGE : 76
EMP ID : S-02454
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032694
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SABAT SUBHASH CHANDRA  
AGE: 56  
EMP ID: S-02477  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031317  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUSMA KUMARI SABAT  
AGE: 52  
EMP ID: S-02477  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031318  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

HARIPIYA SABAT  
AGE: 13  
EMP ID: S-02477  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031320  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANISHA KUMAI SABAT  
AGE: 23  
EMP ID: S-02477  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031319  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ACHUTYA RAM SABAT  
AGE: 76  
EMP ID: S-02477  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031321  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KANAK KUMARI SABAT  
AGE: 74  
EMP ID: S-02477  
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031322  
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SANJAYA KRISHNA  
AGE : 68  
EMP ID : S-02492  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033368  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

POONAM KRISHNA  
AGE : 64  
EMP ID : S-02492  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033369  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH NARULA VIKRANT YUGDUTT
AGE : 33
EMP ID : S-02513
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033002
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHROTRIA SUDHA KUMARI
AGE: 69
EMP ID: S-02615
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHI0300040524
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH KRISHNA MURAREE  
AGE : 36  
EMP ID : S-02662  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031984  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

DEEPTI SINGH  
AGE : 33  
EMP ID : S-02662  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031985  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

KRISHA SINGH  
AGE : 7  
EMP ID : S-02662  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031986  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

KRIYANSH SINGH  
AGE : 2  
EMP ID : S-02662  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031987  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

SHIVADHAR SINGH  
AGE : 58  
EMP ID : S-02662  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031988  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

URMILA DEVI  
AGE : 66  
EMP ID : S-02662  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031989  
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION  

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of Network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SRIVASTAVA SANJEEV KUMAR
AGE : 56
EMP ID : S-02682
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033337
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AAMITA SRIVASTAVA
AGE : 50
EMP ID : S-02682
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033338
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHRIVASTAVA UPMA  
AGE : 50  
EMP ID : S-02695  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033235  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AARSHUL SAHAY  
AGE : 11  
EMP ID : S-02695  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033239  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AYANA SAHAY  
AGE : 16  
EMP ID : S-02695  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033236  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VISHWA PRAKASH  
AGE : 85  
EMP ID : S-02695  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033240  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

URMILA SRIVASTAVA  
AGE : 76  
EMP ID : S-02695  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033238  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAMESH SHRIVASTAVA  
AGE : 52  
EMP ID : S-02695  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033237  
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA SIDHARTH  
AGE : 38  
EMP ID : S-02760  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042198  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VAISHNAVI SHARMA  
AGE : 33  
EMP ID : S-02760  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042199  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

UKARSH SHARMA  
AGE : 2  
EMP ID : S-02760  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042200  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

UNNAYAN SHARMA  
AGE : 5  
EMP ID : S-02760  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042201  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DINESH KUMAR SHARMA  
AGE : 67  
EMP ID : S-02760  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042202  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KAMINI SHARMA  
AGE : 63  
EMP ID : S-02760  
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300042203  
VALID FROM : 08-03-2021  
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH BRJENDRA
AGE : 46
EMP ID : S-02771
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032049
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ROOPAM SINGH
AGE : 43
EMP ID : S-02771
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032050
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

UTKARSH SINGH
AGE : 12
EMP ID : S-02771
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032052
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHAGUN SINGH
AGE : 16
EMP ID : S-02771
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032051
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SAHADEVA ARCHANA
AGE : 36
EMP ID : S-02772
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHO10300032954
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINHA MANI BHUSHAN
AGE: 51
EMP ID: S-02804
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033017
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ALPANA SINHA
AGE: 45
EMP ID: S-02804
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033018
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AMUSHYA SINHA
AGE: 19
EMP ID: S-02804
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033019
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANAMAY SINHA
AGE: 13
EMP ID: S-02804
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033020
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH ROHIT KUMAR
AGE : 28
EMP ID : S-02815
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032618
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

RAMAKANT SINGH
AGE : 66
EMP ID : S-02815
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032619
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

LALLI SINGH
AGE : 58
EMP ID : S-02815
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032620
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>EMP ID:</th>
<th>Good Health ID:</th>
<th>Valid From:</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SHARMA SOMIRAN</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>S-02843</td>
<td>GHOI0300032279</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KABITA BARUA SHARMA</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>S-02843</td>
<td>GHOI0300032280</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REYANSH SHARMA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>S-02843</td>
<td>GHOI0300032281</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KARUNA KANTA SHARMA</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>S-02843</td>
<td>GHOI0300032282</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LABONYA SHARMA</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>S-02843</td>
<td>GHOI0300032283</td>
<td>04-09-2020</td>
<td>SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SINGH MADHAVENDRA
AGE : 36
EMP ID : S-02854
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300003379
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA PRIYA (MS.)
AGE : 43
EMP ID : S-02973
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032470
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

SUDERSHAN SHARMA
AGE : 76
EMP ID : S-02973
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032471
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH TPA SERVICES LIMITED

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA PRASHANT
AGE : 28
EMP ID : S-02975
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033325
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AKANSHA SHARMA
AGE : 30
EMP ID : S-02975
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033326
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHUKLA NUPUR
AGE : 31
EMP ID : S-03049
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000032884
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note : This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHARMA PRARIT
AGE: 25
EMP ID: S-03236
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033323
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SANJANA KOHLI
AGE: 26
EMP ID: S-03236
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000033324
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SHRIVASTAVA SHILPI (MS)
AGE: 47
EMP ID: S-03259
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032695
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SRIVASTAV RAJAT
AGE : 53
EMP ID : S-03263
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000040520
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUNANDA SRIVASTAV
AGE : 52
EMP ID : S-03263
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000040521
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

SACHDEVA GAGANMEET SINGH
AGE : 26
EMP ID : S-03309
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032956
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020

SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
SIDDIQUI LARA
AGE : 26
EMP ID : S-03339
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032920
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
NITIN SINGH
AGE: 43
EMP ID: S-1458
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300033169
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>EMP ID</th>
<th>Good Health ID</th>
<th>Valid From</th>
<th>Association</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRAVIN WAMAN SATALE</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>S-1539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033641</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>Supreme Court Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAYASHREE PRAVIN SATALE</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>S-1539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033642</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>Supreme Court Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KANALYA PRAVIN SATALE</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>S-1539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033643</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>Supreme Court Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWARALI PRAVIN SATALE</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>S-1539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033644</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>Supreme Court Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAMAN BALKRISHAN SATALE</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>S-1539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033645</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>Supreme Court Bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSHILA WAMAN SATALE</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>S-1539</td>
<td>GHOI03000033646</td>
<td>05-10-2020</td>
<td>Supreme Court Bar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
TANDON AJAY KUMAR
AGE: 60
EMP ID: T-00012
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032924
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

BHAWNA TANDON
AGE: 58
EMP ID: T-00012
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032925
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

JAYATI TANDON
AGE: 21
EMP ID: T-00012
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032926
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUSHILA TANDON
AGE: 85
EMP ID: T-00012
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032927
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
TANDON VIVEK KUMAR
AGE: 56
EMP ID: T-00019
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032971
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MAMTA TANDON
AGE: 54
EMP ID: T-00019
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032972
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRERNA TANDON
AGE: 21
EMP ID: T-00019
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032973
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
THAKUR ASHOKA KUMAR
AGE : 74
EMP ID : T-00033
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031575
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

LALITA THAKUR
AGE : 67
EMP ID : T-00033
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031576
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
TRIPATHI SHASHINDRA
AGE : 52
EMP ID : T-00077
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033013
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHARAD TRIPATHI
AGE : 44
EMP ID : T-00077
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033014
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHIKHAR TRIPATHI
AGE : 22
EMP ID : T-00077
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033015
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

KSHITIJ TRIPATHI
AGE : 16
EMP ID : T-00077
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033016
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
TRIPATHY SURESH CHANDRA
AGE: 56
EMP ID: T-00082
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031842
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NIHARIKA TRIPATHY
AGE: 47
EMP ID: T-00082
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031843
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ADITYA TRIPATHY
AGE: 15
EMP ID: T-00082
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031844
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

INDUMATI TRIPATHY
AGE: 81
EMP ID: T-00082
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031845
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
TANEJA RAKESH
AGE : 54
EMP ID : T-00119
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033401
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SEEMA TANEJA
AGE : 53
EMP ID : T-00119
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033402
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AMAN TANEJA
AGE : 24
EMP ID : T-00119
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033403
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RADHIKA TANEJA
AGE : 17
EMP ID : T-00119
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033404
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
TIWARY SHAILEN德拉
AGE: 52
EMP ID: T-00120
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032963
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

MEENAKSHI TIWARY
AGE: 49
EMP ID: T-00120
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032964
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

ANIKET KUSHAGRA TIWARY
AGE: 15
EMP ID: T-00120
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032966
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

DIVYANASHI TIWARY
AGE: 18
EMP ID: T-00120
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032965
VALID FROM: 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
TYAGI MANISH
AGE : 44
EMP ID : T-00219
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031694
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

RAKHIT TYAGI
AGE : 41
EMP ID : T-00219
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031695
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

DEVANSH TYAGI
AGE : 13
EMP ID : T-00219
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031697
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

ADITI TYAGI
AGE : 16
EMP ID : T-00219
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031696
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SATISH PAL TYAGI
AGE : 69
EMP ID : T-00219
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031698
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

SEEMA TYAGI
AGE : 65
EMP ID : T-00219
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031699
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 or chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
THOMAS FRANKLIN CAESAR
AGE : 56
EMP ID : T-00476
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033072
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANTHURANI FRANKLIN
AGE : 54
EMP ID : T-00476
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033073
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ASHISH MEHEMIAH SAMUEL
AGE : 13
EMP ID : T-00476
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300033074
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
UPADHYAYA K.V. BHARATHI (MS.)
AGE : 55
EMP ID : U-00022
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300031681
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
UDAPUDI VIJAYALAXMI (MS.)
AGE: 41
EMP ID: U-00070
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032357
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHRAVANI MELED
AGE: 14
EMP ID: U-00070
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032359
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

IRAPPA UDAPUDI
AGE: 77
EMP ID: U-00070
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032360
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VISHALAXI UDAPUDI
AGE: 68
EMP ID: U-00070
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032361
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANJUNATH MELED
AGE: 46
EMP ID: U-00070
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032358
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of Network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
VASHISHT HEM CHAND
AGE : 59
EMP ID : V-00027
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040603
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SHASHI VASHISHT
AGE : 57
EMP ID : V-00027
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300040604
VALID FROM : 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.
VINAY KUMAR P.
AGE: 45
EMP ID: V-00164
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031662
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.
ARCHNA NAIR
AGE: 44
EMP ID: V-00164
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031663
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.
AKHIL NAIR
AGE: 5
EMP ID: V-00164
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031665
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.
VIBHA NAIR
AGE: 12
EMP ID: V-00164
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031664
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.
S.P. NAIR
AGE: 76
EMP ID: V-00164
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031666
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.
AMBIKA P. NAIR
AGE: 74
EMP ID: V-00164
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000031667
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
VERMA NARINDER KUMAR
AGE : 50
EMP ID : V-00166
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I03000032389
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SUNITA VERMA
AGE : 46
EMP ID : V-00166
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I03000032390
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SIDHANT VERMA
AGE : 17
EMP ID : V-00166
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I03000032391
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VEDANT VERMA
AGE : 13
EMP ID : V-00166
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I03000032392
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

LAXMI SINGH VERMA
AGE : 79
EMP ID : V-00166
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I03000032393
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAMA DEVI
AGE : 72
EMP ID : V-00166
GOOD HEALTH ID : GH0I03000032394
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
VASHISHTHA MANISH
AGE : 39
EMP ID : V-00225
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032697
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DEEPTI VASHISHTHA
AGE : 35
EMP ID : V-00225
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032698
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANAN VASHISHTHA
AGE : 11
EMP ID : V-00225
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032699
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

SARTHAK VASHISHTHA
AGE : 9
EMP ID : V-00225
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032700
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MAYA VASHISHTHA
AGE : 67
EMP ID : V-00225
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032701
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
V V A LAKSHMI
AGE : 59
EMP ID : V-00276
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033195
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

V S R KRISHNA
AGE : 65
EMP ID : V-00276
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI03000033196
VALID FROM : 18-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer/HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
VIRMANI RAJIV KUMAR
AGE: 46
EMP ID: V-00415
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032635
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032635
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANJALI VIRMANI
AGE: 42
EMP ID: V-00415
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032636
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032636
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VEDIKAA VIRMANI
AGE: 3
EMP ID: V-00415
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032637
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032637
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

BHANYA VIRMANI
AGE: 9
EMP ID: V-00415
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032638
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032638
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

DAYAL CHAND VIRMANI
AGE: 76
EMP ID: V-00415
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032639
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032639
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PARBATI VIRMANI
AGE: 67
EMP ID: V-00415
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032640
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032640
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
VARMA TUSHAR
AGE: 41
EMP ID: V-00446
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040569
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

NEMIKA VARMA
AGE: 42
EMP ID: V-00446
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040570
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

AMAY VARMA
AGE: 13
EMP ID: V-00446
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040571
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VIDUSHI VARMA
AGE: 8
EMP ID: V-00446
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040572
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PRADEEP VARMA
AGE: 75
EMP ID: V-00446
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040573
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

PUSHPA VARMA
AGE: 68
EMP ID: V-00446
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300040574
VALID FROM: 18-12-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
VERMA NITIN
AGE: 43
EMP ID: V-00481
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032645
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RAJINI VERMA
AGE: 42
EMP ID: V-00481
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032646
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ABHINAV VERMA
AGE: 8
EMP ID: V-00481
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032647
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

VANSH VERMA
AGE: 13
EMP ID: V-00481
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032648
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MAHENDAR VERMA
AGE: 79
EMP ID: V-00481
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032649
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

LAJVANTI VERMA
AGE: 64
EMP ID: V-00481
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI03000032650
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
WADHWA KHUSHANT
AGE : 29
EMP ID : W-00058
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032262
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

OM PARKASH
AGE : 64
EMP ID : W-00058
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032263
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

MANJU BALA
AGE : 59
EMP ID : W-00058
GOOD HEALTH ID : GHOI0300032264
VALID FROM : 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
YADAV KAUSHAL (AOR)
AGE: 42
EMP ID: Y-00033
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032344
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

K.C. YADAV
AGE: 76
EMP ID: Y-00033
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032345
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

ANNA PURNAM DEVI (MS.)
AGE: 72
EMP ID: Y-00033
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032346
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
The Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd.

Y. ARUNAGIRI
AGE: 44
EMP ID: Y-00174
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300031465
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Good Health TPA Services Limited

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer /HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
YADAV LALMAN
AGE: 42
EMP ID: Y-00215
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032201
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

JAISHREE NOOR
AGE: 42
EMP ID: Y-00215
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032202
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

LAKSHYA YADAV
AGE: 8
EMP ID: Y-00215
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032204
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

RIDDHI YADAV
AGE: 10
EMP ID: Y-00215
GOOD HEALTH ID: GHOI0300032203
VALID FROM: 04-09-2020
SUPREME COURT BAR ASSOCIATION

Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.
Note: This e-card is generated based on the enrollment information provided by you or your Company. Good Health TPA Services has taken this information purely from data of enrollment provided to the Insurance Company. Any inconsistencies in the information printed on the card or photograph can be reported to your Employer / HR or the Insurance Company. This e-card can be used by you to avail cashless facility in any of our Network Hospitals. The list of network Hospitals is provided on our website www.goodhealthtpa.com. All other terms and conditions are as per Insurance Policy and you can refer the guidebook available on our Website for any further information. In case of any issues with availing cashless facility in any Hospital, you can call us ON 1860 425 3545 / 1860 425 3232 OR chat with us on our Website www.goodhealthtpa.com.